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ABSTRACT 
A two Hilbert space form of abstract scattering theory is sketched 

that is specifically applicable to multichannel quantum scattering problems. 
The general physical foundations of the theory are carefully reviewed. Further 
topics discussed include the invariance principle, asymptotic completeness of 
the wave operators, representations of the scattering operator in terms of 
transition operators, and fundamental equations that these transition opera
tors satisfy. Outstanding problems, including the difficulties of including 
Coulomb interactions in the theory, are pointed out. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
Коротко представлена та теория рассеяния с двумя гильбертовыми про

странствами, которую легко применить к многоканальным проблемам. Общее физи
ческое обоснование теории детально обсуждено. Кроме этого обсуждены принципы 
инвариантности, асимптотическая полнота волновых операторов, представление 
оператора рассеяния операторами перехода и основные уравнения для операторов 
перехода. Указаны нерешенные проблемы, учитывая кулоновское взаимодействие. 

KIVONAT 
Az absztrakt szóráselmélet olyan két Hilbert teres formáját vázoljuk 

fel, amely specifikusan alkalmazható a sokcsatornás kvantummechanikai szórás
elméleti problémákban. Az elmélet általános fizikai megalapozását gondosan át
tekintjük. A további vizcgÄlt témák magukba foglalják az invariancia elvet, a 
hullám-operátorok aszinmtotikus teljességét, a szórási operátornak átmeneti 
operátorokkal történő reprezentáxását, és az ezen operátorok által kielégített 
alapvető egyenleteket. Rámutatunk a kiemelkedő problémákra, többek kőzött a 
Coulomb kölcsönhatás figyelembe vétele által okozott nehézségre. 



Introduction» Рог some уears now two Hilbert space formula
tions of time dependent abstract scattering theory have been 
studied (see [1-9] and the references cited therein). 
Applications of these theories to physical problems has nat
urally been made, both in the classical and in the quantum 
realms. Results for classical systems [1] are particularly 
satisfying, provided that a practical computational scheme 
for producing numbers to compare with experimental data is 
not required for any but the simplest situations. Wave ope
rators are known to exist, for example, and to be complete 
for a physically interesting class of situations. Results 
for quantum systems are much less complete, principally 
because one of the crucial assumptions is not true, at least 
not in the important case of nonrelativistic multichannel 
quantum scattering systems о 
It therefore interests me to review the state of the theory 
of such quantum systems, paying careful attention to the 
features required by the physics. The discussion will be 
heavily biased toward the approach that A.G.Gibson and 
I have taken, and even within that framework complete gener
ality is not attempted. Generalizations and alternative 
approaches can be found in the references given and in the 
papers cited in those references. 
Two Hilbert space formulation of the theory. The following 
assumptions provide a partial basis for a physically inter
esting multichannel theory [4,5.1 • They are motivated by 
detailed studies of specific quantum systems, but even in 
that restricted context have not been completely proved. As 
the theory is atill under development, they must be con -
8idered as provisional and incomplete, as will become appar
ent. 
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(AI) A spectral family Ejj(X) t -<»<X<«-, defines a 
selfadjoint linear operator H„ а|хаБ|ЛА) with domain D ( H N ) 
dense in a separable Hilbert space H«.The operator H„ has 
no singularly continuous spectrum, and its absolutely con -
tinuous spectrum consists of a half-line [Xo» 0 0)* The 
discrete spectrum consists only of isolated eigenvalues of 
finite multiplicity. 
(Bl) A spectral family E(X), -a><\<°», defines a s elf ad joint 
linear operator H »J X d£(X) with domain dense in a separable 
Hilbert space Э< .The operator H has only absolutely contin-
uouu spectrum. 
(B2) The space X is the direct sum of a finite number of 
subspaces Я., with H.CH that reduce H. One of these 
eubspaces, denoted by 0< » is identical toK„. There is 
further, a commuting family {TЛ of selfadjoint linear oper
ators such that, if P. denotes the orthogonal projection of 
H onto К. С V 

H P A s TA PA - PA TA • < X ) 

The operators T. have only absolutely continuous spectrum, 
and the kernel of the closure of T. - T ß, for every В 4 A, 
contains only the null vector. 
(CI) A bounded linear operator J : Х-*Я М is defined. The 
operator J maps D(H) into D(H«), and the adjoint operator 
J*:X N Л maps D(H N) into D(H). 
(C2) The operator JJ X has a bounded inverse that maps D(H~) 
into D(Hjj). 
(C3) The operator JP 0* which can be considered as a mapping 
ofKjj ontoJijj, i s the i d e n t i t y . 
(Dl) The wave operators £i~ г К -» Хи» 

± itH« -itH 
Л 1 - 8-liro e "je , (2) 

t -*• I со 

exist and are partial isometries. 
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Remarks concerning (A). The operator H„ is the Schrodinger 
operator for N particles. A commonly assumed form for H„ is 

HN -С^-ГЧ-Д«) +Ц v , (3) 
i i<j ± J 

where a system of physical units is adopted in which Р1апскЪ 
constant is exactly 2ir. The symbol m. denotes the mass of 
particle i, and Д. denotes the Laplacian with respect to 
the position variable x. cR' of particle i. The symmetric 
linear operators V.. » V.. specify the from of the interac-
tion between the particles i and j . It is not difficult to 
find physically interesting V.. which are such that H N is 
selfadjoint and hence that the Schrodinger equation is 
solvable (see [10-11] and the references cited therein). 
The assumption that Н„ has no singularly continuous spectrum 
is a statement of a general hope. Rigorous results are 
meager [2,10] and the proof of this property for some 
physically interesting operators H K remains an outstanding 
problem. 
Remarks concerning (B). The subspaces H. are called channel 
subspaces, and a multichannel theory is one with at least two 
such subsystems. Functions in M. represent initial or final 
scattering states in which the particles are grouped into 
clusters. The clusters are each in some quantum bound state 
but they are far enough apart that these is no interaction 
between the clusters. The space H corresponds to the 
complete break-up channel in which all N particles are moving 
independentlj' of one another. 
The operators T. are essentially the kinetic energy opera
tors (linear combinations of certain Laplacians) that govern 
the free propogation of the clusters of the channel. 
The aesumption that there are only a finite number of 
channels, and hence spaces X., corresponds to the physical 
assumption tl.at subgroups of particles can form only a finite 
number of bound states. It is important to realize that 
this physical assumption need not be true [12], and indeed 
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is not when attractive Coulomb force are present» Hence, 
on occasion assumption (B) must be generalized to include 
an infinite number of channels [5,6]. 
Remarks concerning (C). Assumption (CI) is a minimum for 
beginning to construct a theory. Assumption (C2) is a 
technical point [5], the importance of which will become 
apparent. 
Assumptions (B2) and (C3), which are demanded by the 
physics, guarantee that the methods used so successfully 
in the classical theory must fail here. In the classical 
theories it is assumed [1] that the interaction 

V = HNJ - JH (4) 

is trace class. This guarantees, not only the existence 
of the wave Operators Л* , but also that of the adjoints 

itHT* -itHM n*e-e-Uintf J e N P N , (5) 

as strong limits. Here P„ is the orthogonal projection 
of K-, onto the subspace of absolute continuity of Н„. 
But this strong convergence is a disaster for multichannel 
theory. 
Proposition 1. [41. Let assumptions (A-D) be true. Then, 
if (5) is true, the equation Л*р s О is true for all 
A 4 0. 
This means that in a multichannel theory one doesn't have 
the strong convergence of (5) and consequently some of 
the nice features of the classical theory are lost. 
It is useful to note that the abstract properties assumed 
for J have considerable flexibility. Particle spin, 
effects of the Pauli principle, and particle interactions 
with hard cores can all be incorporated [3J. 
Remarks concerning (D). Existence of the limit in (2) is 
a more stringent requirement on the interactions V, . of 
(3) than the requirement that H« be selfadjoint. 
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Nevertheless, it is not overly restrictive, and wave 
operators are known to exist for a large variety of inter
esting interactions (see [4,8,11,13J and the references 
therein). 
There is a particularly interesting case in which assump
tion (Dl) fails, the case of the particles interacting with 
a Coulomb interaction. In the presence of such long range 
interactions, the definition of the wave operator must be 
modified. Thia is by now reasonably well understood [2]. 
It is useful to note that the same wave operators may be 
given by different J operators [3]°Thus, if 

s-lim (J^-J^e " i t H = 0, (6) 
t-»±— x c 

then J-. and J 2 give rise to the same wave operators . 
So far as I know, however, no important application of 
thi3 fact has been made in the multichannel quantum problem. 
An important consequence of (2) is the intertwining 
property [3J. That is, Л* map D(H) into D(H K) and on 
D(H), H« П.* =» Л.* Н. This property corresponds to the 
physical concept of energy conservation. It follows in 
particular that the resolvent 3et of h\. is contained in 
that of H. 
Chain rule. The wave operators Л* satisfy a chain rule [3]« 
An interesting application [14] of this property was a 
derivation of the Gell-Mann-Goldberger formula, a foraula 
that serves as the basis of certain approximation schemes 
in the physics literature. 
Auymptotic completeness. Although there are several defini
tions of the concept of asymptotic completeness [11J, the 
one most commonly used L3J is that the wave operators 
are asymptotically complete if 

гяпко П. * range A" « Р„!ММ. (7) 
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This property is related to the conservation of the 
probability flux in quantum mechanics. In order that no 
probability flux be lost, and no spurious flux created, in 
a scattering process the scattering operator 

S = П**Я~ (8) 

must be unitary. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
this is that the ranges of Л * are identical. Asymptotic 
completeness (7) guarantees this flux conservation. This 
property has actually been proved in the three body 
problem [15J, but results for the N body multichannel 
problem are meager [2,16,17]. The work of J.S.Howland 
referred to in [2J is particularly interesting, but the 
validity of the basic assumtions in a multichannel system, 
аз well as the relation to the time dependent theory 
presented here, need to be clarified. Thus, asymptotic 
completeness is in multichannel theory still one of the 
outstanding open questions. 
Invariance principle: A remarkabls property of the wave 
operators is the invariance property which has been ex -
ploited to extend the class of interactions for which 
existence of the wave operators is known. In"olvc«i is a 
class of admissible functions, a particularly simple 
example of which is a real-valued function ф(\), -«•< X< • 
that ia twice continuously differentiable and has strictly 
positive derivative. Then there are two interesting results» 
Proposition 2 [OJ. Let Ф be an admissible function, and 
suppose that *£« К is such that 

IVe"ltH'ril * 0 ( | t r 1 " € ) as t-»too for some €>0, 
(9) 

whero V i a defined by ( 4 ) . Then, 

ÍIK e-l im e i t ^ < H K > J e - i t ^ C , i ) (10 
t - » i « 
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exist and are equal to 
The interest arises because (9) is commonly derived as a 
step in the proof of the existence of Л* . Another approach 
is that of Wollenberg. 
Proposition 3 LS]» Let Ф be an admissible function, and 
suppose both of the limits П*$ and Л*^$ exist for 
some *« К . Then П**-Л%*. 
Prom this it is seen that the real problem is proving that 
the fL*ф exist, which does not follow from existence of 
Л* [9]. 
Further interesting light has been shed on this problem by 
Dollard [18]. He shows that in some sense the effect of ф 
is to alter in a continuous energy dependent fashion both 
the zero point in energy and the time scale. The class of 
admissible functions considered in [18J is so different 
from those of [8,9], however, that the exact connection 
between these papers is not clear. 
As a final comment on the invariance principle, I would 
point out that even more remarkable than the result itself 
is the fact it has been applied to the solution of only a 
very limited type of problem. It would be of great 
interest to know if it could be usefully exploited in 
other areas of the theory. 
Time independent representations for S. Aside from the 
general properties of existence and completeness of the 
wave operators, physicists are interested in practical 
ways of calculating them, or at least of calculating S, 
Indeed, any search of the physics literature shows that 
the vast bulk of the published work on scattering theory 
is devoted to this end. The standard procedure is to 
introduce Abel limits in (2), use the spectral representa
tion for the exponentials, and then perform the integra
tions. A typical result has the following form [4-6J: 

ii-I =» w-lim (-2Tri)ffd£(\)&(\-ii)T([\+u+i€]/2)dE(lj), 
*-+°* (11) 
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Thcae integrals are repeated spectral integrals (see[4,19] 
for references), which may be done in either orderо 
The function S €(x) is defined by S c(x) = (e/tr )(x2+с ) _ 1 . 
The operator T has the following form for z in the resolvent 
set of И,,: 

T(z) = (z-H)WJfCz-HN)"1J - (z-H)-1j(z-H); (12) 

The factor 66 in (11) is thought, but not definitely 
proved, to enforce energy conservation; and the operator 
T(z) is thought to contain all the useful information 
about the scattering. 
Because not much is known about spectral integrals, they 
represent a substantial difficulty. For example, they are 
defined as Hiemnrm-Stieltjes sums with consequent 
completeness problems for the space of integrable operators. 
The class of operators A(X) for which /A(X)dE(X) = 0 is not 
known, although such a pleasant operator аз A(X)=I-E(X+h), 
h> 0, belongs to the class. There are no theorems concerning 
interchange of orders of integration. Worst of all, no 
counterpart to the Lebe3gue dominated convergence theorem 
is known! Here is an area clearly in need of attention from 
sympathetic mathematicians. 
I hasten to point out that there are other T operatora that 
give the same limit when substituted into (11) 14-6]. The 
particular form given here is known to physicist as the 
Alt-Gracsberger-Sandha3 transition operator. 
Kquationo for T(z). There are two main methods in use for 
calculating T(z). One is the variational method [20J, which 
wc will not discuss. The other method, which is receiving 
far greater attention in the literature, is that of integral 
equations (or equivalent differential equations with 
boundary conditions). V/e look at this method, mainly to see 
what th'j problems are. 
As a first 3tep [5J one shows that, for all z in the 
resolvent set of H.., the operator T(z) is the unique solu
tion of 
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T = Z(z) + V*(JJ*)"1J(z-H)~1T, (13) 

where Z = (J*J-I )(z-H) + V*(JJ*)"1J and V* =» J*HN-HJ*. The 
importance of the domain preserving property (C2) is now, in 
(13), apparent. 
It is interesting to compare (13) with the similar equa
tion obtained with traditional methods in the physics 
literature (see [5] for references). The traditional treat
ment can be considered aa starting from (12), but with a 
different space К . This different space is obtained by 
setting each Х д = К м and setting JPA

eI»i» t n e identity ot. Нщ« 
In doing this (1) must be dropped. One then has (13), but 
with a different structure for J and H. 
An obvious advantage of the formulation of this paper is 
precisely that (1) is in effect. This means that the ana
lytic structure of J(z-H)" is immensely simplified in our 
theory as compared to the traditional theory« 

ж —1 
On the other hand, the operator (JJ ) is vastly simpler 
in the traditional theory. It is, in particular, not 
necessary to include all possible physical channels, and 
specifically not the breakup channel, in defining X. This 
is in contrast to the two Hilbert ppace theory presented 
here, in which the presence of the breakup channel is 
necessary in order that (JJ ) be bounded. 
It ia not yet clear which consideration is the most impor
tant. 
A defect of the Lippraann-Schwinger equation (13) is that 
the kernel, when examined for particular choices of inter
actions V.., turns out not to be compact. Nor is any power 
of it compact. This is a disaster from the viewpoint of 
the physics community, for Fredholm theory cannot be ap
plied. Much effort, beginning with Paddeev [lbJ, has there
fore been expended to obtain equations for T such that some 
power of the kernel is compact, at least for complex z» 
Once such equations are in hand, the hope is that the 
compactness can be extended to real z and hence that 
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Fredholm theory can be applied to solve for T at the 
energies of interest. 
Within the traditional formulation various equations have 
been proposed that might have this compactness property» Of 
these the Yakubovskii equations have the best established 
properties [16,17,21J, but they also possess auch a compli
cated algebraic atructure that they are useless for practical 
calculations. The other (see [5] for references) do not 
clearly have unique solutions, and their mathematical 
properties (compactness of the kernel, etc.) are less well 
established. They also have formidable algebraic structures, 
with the result that all attempts to implement them in 
practical calculations have been forced to drastic approx
imations. Víithin the formulation of this paper the deriva
tion of such equations is in progress [7J» The indications 
are that all of the algebraic problems remain, even if the 
analytic form of J(z-H)" is much simpler» 
The most useful basic equation for T(z) f to say nothing of 
the best approximator scheme for solution of the equation, 
is thus a completely open questior. at präsent. It is 
probably the central research problem of the field. 
A second very important research qrostion is how to include 
Coulomb interactions. The proper form of the wave operators 
is known, as was mentioned earlier. One may then derive an 
equation analogous to (11), with the complication that the 
T operator now involves the resolvent (z-H«)" to a complex 
power L22J. It is not yet known how best to deal with that 
complication, and not even a useful analog of (13) is known. 
Alternative stragegiea of approach (see references in [22]) 
have fared no better. 
It is with pleasure that I thank the antral Research 
Institute for Physics in Budapest for its financial support 
and its hospitality while this paper was being written. I 
also thank p.A.Dei ft for providing a prepublication copy 
-f his dissertation (ref.[lj). Of the many colleagues who 
have contributed to my partial understanding of the myster-
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ie9 of the multichannel problem I want especially to men
tion Prof. A.G.Gibson, to whom 1 am greatly indebted for a 
continuing, inciteful collaboration. 
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